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New Libya government slowly assumes control
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

L

ibya’s internationally recognised government of
Faiez al-Sarraj extended
its influence in Tripoli by
peacefully taking control
of a few ministries one month after
it sailed into the Libyan capital.
The Foreign Ministry in Tripoli
on April 25th became the latest
government department to be formally handed over to Sarraj’s authority.
The control of the ministries
gives the government a platform
to reach out to Libyans yearning
for normality as the new authority
struggles to win endorsement from
the internationally recognised parliament in the eastern city of Tobruk.
The government progress in
Tripoli came amid sustained support of the international community highlighted by a flurry of visits of
European ministers and diplomats
to Tripoli to press the message that
Sarraj’s government is the only legitimate authority.
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As Sarraj’s government slowly
gains authority in Tripoli, the
country’s rump army led by former
general Khalifa Haftar moved to
take control of eastern Libyan positions from the Islamic State (ISIS)
and other radical Islamists.
As a result, ISIS has been retreating from some locations, including
Derna, to its stronghold in Sirte.
Sarraj’s government hailed the
military advance against ISIS and
promised support to the army and
local population but it was not
clear whether this would translate
into a reconciliation between powers in the east and in Tripoli.
Haftar-led Libyan forces have
recaptured key areas in the eastern city of Benghazi, building on
advances made during weeks of
clashes with ISIS and other Islamist

opponents. The troops took over a
camp near the University of Benghazi, which has been one of the
most bitterly contested sites in the
city since Haftar launched Operation Dignity in May 2014.
ISIS retreated from Derna, also
in the east, after it came under assault from rival Islamists and Haftar forces.

Several HoR members
and other Haftar
backers brand Sarraj’s
government as a tool
of Islamist rivals.
Many Libyans fear the country is
beginning to splinter as they look
at military progress of the Haftar
forces coupled with the attempt
by an eastern rogue energy company to export oil while the House
of Representatives (HoR) — also in
the east — has yet to endorse Sarraj’s UN-brokered Government of
National Accord (GNA).
Several HoR members and other
Haftar backers brand Sarraj’s government as a tool of Islamist rivals
in Tripoli and elsewhere.
Many Libyans also worry that
Sarraj’s political advance in Tripoli
might lead his supporters to forgo
the search for support by the HoR,
seeing it as not crucial for the legitimacy of his government.
“We are in a peculiar situation of
a man who has the international legitimacy but he has none in Libya,”
said Moncef Djaziri, a political scientist at the University of Lausanne
in Switzerland.
“That does mean that Sarraj’s
backers — the whole EU and in
some way the USA — are implicated
in a process to defend his government if it were to be threatened,
which is not far from happening,”
he added.
Libyan political analyst Omar
Kodi said: “Most signals point to
the difficulty of entente between
the Libyan factions because they
are not able to do that as they put
personalities before principles and
stick to their stubbornness.”
“If the Libyans fail to forge compromise and consensus, the international community will not wait
for them forever while the country
is being turned into [an ISIS] refuge and a springboard for migrants
seeking to reach Europe,” he added.

Libyan security forces stand guard as officials arrive for a handover signing gathering at the Libyan
Foreign Ministry in Tripoli, on April 25th.
Even if the Libyans were to quiet
the concerns of the European Union and the United States about
the fight against ISIS, the flow of
migrants could be more testing for
them as good weather will likely
to trigger new waves of migration
across the Mediterranean.
EU officials have warned that
450,000 migrants could attempt to
reach Europe this summer as a result of the crisis in Libya.
“In Libya there are a million potential migrants,” General Paolo
Serra, a military adviser for UN Libya envoy Martin Kobler, told a committee at the Italian parliament.
The rapid deterioration of Libya’s
oil-dependent economy is threatening the objectives of the country’s new government, political

and security analysts say.
“Libya is on the verge of economic and financial collapse,”
said Claudia Gazzini, senior Libya
analyst for the International Crisis
Group.
Instability has sharply reduced
production levels as armed factions have taken over oil and gas
regions. If the government fails to
exert control, the contest for energy resources could deepen political fissures and trigger more violence, preventing the unified front
that Washington and its allies seek
against ISIS, analysts say.
Resurrecting Libya’s oil production is crucial to preventing economic ruin, which could force the
country to become heavily dependent on Western aid and propel more

Libyans to flee to Europe, adding
to the refugee crisis there. It is also
vital for the government’s survival.
The Libyan economy has long relied almost entirely on oil and gas
extraction, which accounts for 95%
of its export earnings and 99% of
government income, according to
UN statistics.
Five years ago, before the NATObacked uprising that ousted dictator Muammar Qaddafi, Libya was
producing 1.6 million barrels of oil
a day. Libya’s oil production currently stands at about 360,000 barrels a day.
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis. He has
reported on North Africa for
decades.

Libya’s moment of truth
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A

fter the return of
UN-backed Libyan
Prime Minister Faiez
al-Sarraj to the
capital Tripoli, hope
is returning to Libya
but it is hope laced with caution
for the moment of truth is really
here.
As most “Arab spring” transitions
have failed, Libyans must draw the
right conclusions.
A number of questions are pressing: Will the Sarraj government be
able to impose its authority across
the country? Will it be able to repair the extensive damage caused
by five years of war? Will it succeed, even partially, in disarming
all the militias? Will it learn from
the mistakes of the other “Arab
spring” governments that failed to
combat corruption and find a radical solution to terrorism?
The Sarraj government will have
to focus on three areas: Security,
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the economy and foreign policy.
It must draw a detailed plan for
bringing security back to Libya. To
achieve that, it must fight widespread organised crime and go after
the Islamic State (ISIS) and Ansar
al-Sharia militant groups plus their
political supporters.
It must also disarm the various militias, even if it has to do so
gradually.
There should be an equally
urgent plan for economic recovery,
starting with repairing Libya’s ports
and oil refineries so as to gradually regain previous levels of oil
exports.
Today, Libya exports only onefifth of the amount it did before
2011 and, with low oil prices, Libya
will be pushed to find alternative
sources of income and invest in
clean energies, similar to what is
happening in the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia.
The second issue regards restructuring Libya’s financial institutions
and revising a highly suspect list
of welfare recipients. There are
internationally recognised, competent Libyans capable of reforming
Libya’s economy.
A third issue consists in drawing
detailed plans for urban recovery.
These plans will play a major role
in providing jobs for many of the
unemployed in Libya and even in
neighbouring countries.

Implementing these security and
economic programmes will, to a
large extent, diffuse the tremendous social tension in Libya and
prepare the ground for a foreign
policy in tune with the democratic
transition period.
The first issue the Sarraj government will have to deal with is
calling for international help to
tackle ISIS and all the other terrorist organisations in Libya. But, can
this mean a remake of the Syrian or
the Iraqi scenarios in Libya?
In other words, will there be
air strikes by major international
forces in conjunction with land
operations by the Libyan Army?
Then again, we do not know
whether rearming the Libyan military can be done quickly. And who
would supply the Libyan Army?
Could they be restricted to just the
United States and Europe or will
Russian and Chinese suppliers be
considered, similar to what happened under Muammar Qaddafi’s
autocratic rule?
Furthermore, how would the reconstruction contracts be awarded?
And what would the outlines of
the Sarraj government’s policy be
towards Libya’s neighbours and regional power houses such as Saudi
Arabia, the UAE, Qatar and Turkey?
Will such a policy take into consideration the interests of the entire Libyan population or just those
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of the parties and interest groups
making up the government?
All of these numerous questions
point to one thing: The Sarraj government has a heavy and serious
mission ahead.
It is daunting but not impossible.
With determination, wisdom and
genuine consensus, this government can succeed.
Its greatest achievement will be
in safeguarding lives and property
from bandit militias and safeguarding the country from the evils of
partition.
The latter objective can be attained by recognising and respecting cultural specificities of all races
and ethnicities making up Libyan
society. Another major achievement for the new government
would be to safeguard the country
from the divisive evils of movements using religion for political
purposes.
The best scenario possible would
be for the Libyan people to quickly
close the door on political Islam
and the new Salafist movements in
Libya through ballots, not bullets.
Allowing these movements to remain in Libya represents a serious
security threat to the country, its
neighbours and the world.
Alaya Allani is an expert on Islamic
extremism. He teaches at the
University of Manouba in Tunis.

